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AUTHORS’ NOTE
Hotels are complicated investments and therefore selecting an appropriate
hotel agreement for a property requires exhaustive research and
investigation by an investor. The choice of an operator as well as the hotel
operating agreement has a significant impact on the cashflow and the
potential value of the property.
Hotels and the hospitality market are constantly evolving as a result of
brands consolidating, owner profiles changing, technology disruption,
changing traveler behavior as well as hotel investment trends altering.

The 2019 HVS Middle East Valuation Index highlighted declining hotel
values in the Middle East as a result of several factors but most importantly
oversupply and increased competition, declining RevPAR and increasing
costs.
Consequently, all these shifts in the industry transformed the traditional
relationship between owners and operators, which were reflected in the way
hotel agreements were negotiated and have resulted in the emergence of
alternative agreements.
Since 2005, there has been a considerable increase in hotel developments in
the Middle East, and global operators have significantly contributed to
growing the hospitality offering supported by aggressive tourism initiatives
led by the key cities in the region. Some key cities have witnessed doubledigit growth in tourist arrivals and the number of branded hotels was circa
700 hotels or approximately 210,000 hotel rooms by the end of 2019 in the
region. New supply was estimated to add some 70,000 hotel rooms by
2025, with most hotel supply planned for the United Arab Emirates and the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
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A recent HVS survey of the key global operators in the Middle East region shows
that 84% of branded hotels operate under a management agreement, 11% operate
under a franchise agreement and 5% are leased properties. New signings show an
increase in franchise agreements to approximately 20% and the trend suggests
that hotel owners in mature markets will look to convert the current hotel
management agreements into franchise agreements at the end of the initial term,
and in some instances earlier in the term subject to operator’s approval. In
comparison, 25% of hotels operate under franchise agreement in Africa, 40% in
Europe and close to 70% in the US. The Initial Fee
Major changes in hotel management agreements were observed in signings post
2010 and we take the view that further changes are anticipated as there is
increased pressure on operators to secure development opportunities while
owners’ expectations have drastically shifted, especially inOngoing
the last
Feescouple of years.

This publication summarizes the evolution of a number of key terms in hotel
management agreements and our outlook on how these key terms may evolve in
the future. Furthermore, it provides an overview of franchise agreements and
highlights alternative agreements that are being considered by sophisticated
owners in the Middle East region
Type of
Agreements

Management
Agreements

Franchise

Manchise
Lease
Source: HVS

Third Party
Management
Agreement

MANAGEMENT
CONTRACTS
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OVERVIEW

The hotel management contract, which is the most common in the Middle East region, is historically perceived as an attractive model for both owner and operator. It
allows the operator to expand significantly into different markets without being exposed to ownership and development risks while allowing the owners to enjoy
maximized
financial
returns
by
outsourcing
their
property's
management
rights
to
an
operator
in
exchange
for
a
fee.

In the last 15 years, the GCC region specifically witnessed a tremendous increase in new hotel developments, the majority of which were subject to management
agreements with international operators. Some local brands have also grown their regional footprint through hotel management agreements. Historically, most new
hotel developments attracted upscale and luxury brands, with a noticeable increase in midscale and economy brands in the last 3 to 5 years.
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TERM

BASE FEE

Hotel management contracts came a long way to align the risk and reward
between owners and operators. As the interest in hotel investment has
increased along with the sophistication of hotel owners who tend to hire
hotel asset managers and consulting companies to drive operating
performance, owners have been able to negotiate terms which allow more
flexibility and control. The changes in some of the key terms are highlighted
below:

The base management and license fees only consider the top line of the profit
and loss statement and therefore may not necessarily incentivize the operator to
minimize the operating expenses and increase the bottom line. Historically, base
fees were a flat fee, ranging from (2% to 4%) over the term of the agreement and
are largely a function of the size and positioning of the property. More recently,
signed contracts include a base fee ramp up in the initial years of operations until
the hotel is stabilized. The scaled up average base fee in the Middle East is 1.7%
of Gross Operating Revenue (GOR) which is lower than the global average base fee
of 2.6%.

The average initial term for contracts signed in the Middle East after 2008
dropped from 21 years to 17 years when compared to a global average of
18.3 years. Luxury and upscale brands usually have a longer term when
compared to the midscale brands. The length of the term is typically
negotiated and tied to the commercial fees offered, which is typically
represented by an inverse relationship.
We take the view that the initial term in future contracts will be further
shortened as investors are unlikely to commit to a long term without
additional control mechanisms and termination rights in case of
underperformance. We also expect an increase in “Manchise” agreements,
which allow hotel owners to convert the management agreements into
franchise agreements after an initial term of 5 to 7 years. This operating
model is discussed in detail later in this publication.

As owners expect operators to efficiently manage by increasing top line and
maintaining expenses at reasonable levels, the base management fee is being
heavily negotiated against a higher incentive fee, which is calculated on the Gross
Operating Profit rather than the Gross Operating Revenues. Future negotiations on
the base fee will also involve a definition of Gross Revenues as non-rooms revenues
in the GCC region typically account for approximately 40%-50% of the Hotel Profit
and Loss statement. In large and premium positioned asset, it is common for several
F&B outlets to be outsourced and at times the spa and beach club. It is therefore
important to establish whether an operator should be compensated for all the hotel
revenues or the portion in which the operator is directly responsible for.
BEFORE

TERM
TERM
21
21years
years
BASE
BASEFEE
FEE
2.5%
2.5%ofofGross
Gross
Operating
Operating
Revenue
Revenue
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Source: HVS

NOW

TERM
17 years
BASE FEE
1.7% of Gross
Operating
Revenue

MOVING FORWARD

TERM
BASE FEE

INCENTIVE FEE
One of the major goals of an owner is to select the right management
company to maximize the profitability and consequently increase the value
of an asset. Therefore, encouraging and incentivizing the operator to
maximize profitability should not be underestimated.
While the base management fee motivates the operator to focus on the top
line, the incentive fee encourages the operator to manage and control the
operating expenses. There are several forms of incentive fee structures, but
the most common in recent years is the scaled incentive fee linked to the
Gross Operating Profit.
Historically, incentive fees were flat and ranged between 8% and 10% of
Gross Operating Profit. Approximately 73% of reviewed contracts, which
were signed after 2008, show a noticeable shift to a scaled incentive fee
structure, typically starting at 5% and increasing to 9% based on Gross
Operating Profit and Adjusted Gross Operating Profit brackets.

Linked to GOP

Linked to AGOP

Flat Fee

Linked to Available Cash Flow

No Incentive Fee

3% 3%

21%
40%

More recently incentive fees are being tied to the operator achieving a
minimum AGOP level of 15% to 20%.
Definition of Gross Operating Profit and Adjusted Gross Operating Profit
have also changed in the last few years. In several contracts, the definition
of AGOP includes FF&E deduction and some additional expenses that are
agreed with owner.
As the hotel market matures and owners become more aware of the
mechanisms to guarantee acceptable levels of returns on their investments,
owner’s priority clause, performance guarantee and maximum fee cap are
likely to become the norm
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33%

Source: HVS

INCENTIVE FEE
Owner's Priority
Traditionally, incentive fee linked to available cash flow was less utilized in
the Middle East. This fee structure is generally subordinated to the owner’s
priority which can be a fixed amount or a percentage of the initial capital
investment. Thereby, the incentive fee is paid to the operator only when the
owner’s priority is reached. Hotel operators are more likely to accept the
owner’s priority clause with the inclusion of an incentive fee revision
mechanism wherein the owner’s priority hurdles are revised downwards if
certain thresholds are not met.
Minimum Guarantee
Operator’s Performance Guarantee (Minimum Guarantee) is a financial
guarantee by the operator to pay a specified sum if it fails to reach a certain
Gross Operating Profit amount set in the management agreement which is
indexed over the term of the contract. In our experience, operators only
accept this clause with a claw back provision which entitles them to retrieve
any foregone fees once the hotel exceeds the pre-defined minimum
thresholds. In addition, operators tend to place a cap on the guaranteed
amount within a specified number of years in the agreement.

Maximum Fee Cap
In recent years, an increasing number of hotel operators accepted capping
the sum of the base and incentive fees to acquire the management rights of
the strategic assets in the Middle East. The maximum fee cap range varies
between 4% and 7% of the Total Revenue based on the project
characteristics and the fee generation potential for the operator.

Entering into a management agreement with a reputable and efficient operator
allows the investor to capitalize the value of the asset and meet its financial
obligations. We take the view that operators should be rewarded on managing
efficiently by increasing revenues and maintaining reasonable cost levels to ensure
that the property EBITDA and cashflows are maximized.
Higher incentive fees to compensate operators when achieving healthy AGOP levels
will likely become the norm to incentivize the operator to manage more efficiently. It
is also likely that hotel owners will also link the incentive fee to owner’s priority
especially in the current unpredictable changes to the hospitality market and the
declining EBITDA levels.

BEFORE

Flat Fee
Typically between
8%-10% of Gross
Operating Profit

NOW

Tiered Structure
Typically between
8%-10% of
Adjusted Gross
Operating Profit

Source: HVS
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MOVING FORWARD

Higher fees for
managing efficiently
and linked to Adjusted
Gross Operating Profit
and/or Net Operating
Profit

GROUP SERVICES FEE
By associating with a brand, the owners benefit from the operators'
established network and centralized systems for reservation, marketing,
loyalty programs and training structures, in exchange of a fee. These fee
amounts are usually standardized hence they are usually non-negotiable.
Average marketing fee in the Middle East is 1.75% of Gross Operating
Revenue. In rare instances, the marketing fee is calculated based on
Rooms Revenue which is typically more relevant to midscale and
economy brands.

An increasing number of owners in the Middle East are looking for inclusion of the
specific clauses in the management agreements which warrant the allocation of a
fixed portion of the group services fees to promote their property and the brand
within their market.

It is observed that the more developed the brand service systems are, the
higher are the fees. On average, a well-established upscale brand charges a
marketing fee ranging between 1.5% - 3% of Gross Operating Revenue
whereas brands with relatively less established services could charge as low
as 0.75% on Gross Rooms Revenue.

As operators acknowledge that direct bookings are rather lower than those booked
through other established platforms such as Expedia and Booking.com, additional
efforts in recent years have been made to boost direct bookings and reduce
reliance on third party platforms. Also, in certain markets, the largest share of
bookings is driven by the local sales team which also results in a high marketing
and sales cost at the property level. Combined with the Group Marketing fee, this
could total approximately 8% of total revenues.

Operators also charge a reservation fee as part of the group services fee.
Depending on the source of reservation, the fee can be charged in different
forms such as percentage of gross room revenue, fixed fee based on
available rooms or fixed fee charged per reservation. Average reservation
fee in the Middle East as a percentage of the gross rooms’ revenue is 1%
whereas the average for fixed amount per reservation received is USD 9.
While these fees are typically non-negotiable, they are increasingly
becoming a serious concern in negotiations as owners question the benefits
to their property by contributing such significant amounts to the global
systems. Since it remains difficult to track how these expenses are
benefitting the property and maximizing its' value, they are considered as a
potential hidden and uncontrollable cost.
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Like the base fee calculation, the marketing fee when tied to Gross Operating
Revenues requires definition and agreement on what revenues are included in
instances whereby a number of outlets are outsourced or leased out.

We take the view that operators will have to reassess those fees in response to the
new realities and booking dynamics. A higher fee associated with direct online and
offline bookings would incentivize the operator to increase its efforts to channel
bookings through its own direct mediums, reduce commission pay outs and drive
higher profitability.
BEFORE

NOW

Marketing Fee

Marketing Fee

1.5%-3%
Of Gross Operating
Revenue

1.5%-2%
Of Gross Operating
Revenue

Source: HVS

MOVING FORWARD

A higher fee
associated with
direct online and
direct bookings

AREA OF PROTECTION
Understandably, an operator’s goal is to expand its' footprint, extend its
distribution network and benefit from economies of scale though new
signings and adding hotels to its management portfolio. However, if the
operator develops multiple properties which belong to the same brand
within the same market, it creates a threat to the performance of the subject
property, may dilute its market share, and ultimately impacts the value of an
asset.
Hence, for the owner’s protection, in the majority of the contracts reviewed
a territorial restriction is imposed on the operator, where the operator is
unable for a specified number of years or throughout the full initial term, to
franchise, lease, operate or affiliate with another property with the same or
similar brand as of the subject property.

Recent acquisitions and brand consolidation have worked in operators' favor in
growing further even in markets where strict AOP have been negotiated.
From an owner’s perspective, the consolidation between operating companies
which typically results in an increase in number of hotels/brands under the same
platform may dilute the property’s market share rather than allow the brand to
capitalize its market presence. It is also arguable as to whether economies of scale
could be achieved, especially when the investors/owners of similar branded
properties are different

There are two main factors to consider while negotiating the area of
protection (AOP). These factors are the duration and the size of the area of
protection, which is mostly defined by a radius. As a rule of thumb, the
higher the market positioning, the bigger the area of protection. Deciding
the radius of a territorial restriction depends on several factors but most
importantly the city and future development opportunities.
In some markets in the Middle East, operators are willing to sign only a 3 to
5 km radius as opposed to other markets where the area of protection
covers the entire city. The positioning of the hotel plays a key role in the
negotiations of this term. Typically, midscale and budget brands are more
lenient when compared to upscale and luxury brands. However, the
management fees that are forecasted to be generated by the subject
property are also a key factor in identifying the owner’s bargaining power.
Consequently, if the forecasted operator fees are higher, then the owner is
likely to negotiate a bigger radius of AOP.

We take the view that there will be less emphasis on Area of Protection in future
contracts, on the account of owner’s ability to reduce the term and link the operator’s
fees to AGOP and NOP.
Source: HVS
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PERFORMANCE TESTS
Performance tests provide the owners with the rights to monitor and assess
the operators’ performance and ability to drive higher profitability and cash
flow.
These tests, if negotiated and agreed in the right manner, grant the owner
the right to terminate the contract in case the operator is underperforming
within its competitive market or consistently failing to achieve the approved
operating budget.
As owners have become more sophisticated and hotels’ trading
performance has been challenged in the last couple of years, performance
tests have become more prevalent. Exit strategy and termination rights
gained more importance which also resulted in performance test thresholds
becoming stricter and more enforceable.
Although hotel management contracts in the Middle East, since the 90’s,
have gained popularity as they allow both parties to maximize returns, rarely
has the operator been held accountable for operating shortcomings while
owner bears all the financial risk. Since operators are accountable and
responsible for the hotel’s performance which in turn impacts the owner’s
income potential, owners now expect to have the right to terminate the
contract without paying damages or terminate when the operator
underperforms. However, if the performance failure occurs in case of a force
majeure event, extraordinary events and/or renovation, the owner’s right to
terminate cannot be executed.
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86% of the Middle East hotel agreements sample set included a
performance test in the agreements. The reason why the performance test
seems more prevalent in this region is due to the nature of the sample set
used for this article. All contracts which did not include a performance test
clause from the Middle East reviewed sample were signed before 2007.

Separately

Collectively

Independent

PERFORMANCE
TESTS

GOP
Threshold

RevPAR
Threshold

Source: HVS

PERFORMANCE TESTS
There are several factors to take into consideration while imposing a
performance test. These factors include commencement year, test period,
performance thresholds and operator’s right to cure.

• Commencement Year and Test Period: The testing period typically
kicks in once the property is stabilized, which is 3 to 4 years from the
hotel opening. Most contracts reviewed have a performance test which
stipulates two consecutive years of failure.
Thresholds are defined in those two most common test metrics:
• Revenue Per Available Room (RevPAR) parameter usually expects the
operator to achieve a RevPAR level that is equal to or more than the
predefined threshold, which is usually in the range of 85%-95%, of the
weighted average RevPAR of the subject property’s mutually agreed
competitive set. The main difficulties of RevPAR test are defining the
right competitive set along with obtaining reliable data regarding the
RevPAR of that competitive set.
• Gross Operating Profit (GOP) parameter typically expects the operator
to achieve a GOP level that is equal to or more than the pre-defined
threshold, which is also in the range of 85%-95%, of the mutually agreed
budgeted GOP.

• The most agreed performance tests in the reviewed contracts are “dual”
and “collective” testing, whereby the operator is considered to have
failed when it fails both RevPAR and GOP test for two years consecutively
from the commencement date. In rare cases, the agreements included
either GOP or RevPAR as single tests.

Commencement
Year

Cure
Rights

Performance
Thresholds

Usually, all contracts which include a performance test also provide an automatic
right to cure to the operator in case of a failed performance. Generally, the longer
the initial term, the higher are the cure rights. However, based on the Middle East
sample set, an average of 2 cure rights are granted during the initial term, with one
additional cure right in each renewal term; some of which are subject to owners’
approval.
Source: HVS
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PERFORMANCE TESTS

KEY MONEY

The cure amount equals to the difference between the actual performance
and the approved budgeted GOP. In some cases, the management company
provides the cure amount in cash or alternatively sets off the cure amount
from the next management fee due.

With growing competition among the hotel operators in the Middle East,
especially for existing projects, there are increasing number of operators offering
key money contribution to obtain the rights to manage strategic hotel projects.

Although the cure amount is usually the last year of the failed test period,
current trends indicate that the higher of the two years can be cured as well.
Mostly, the cure amount will be the variation of GOP and budgeted GOP, as
curing the RevPAR test would include several hypothetical variables.
Once the operator uses its right to cure, the contract remains in effect and
the owner’s termination notice regarding the failed test period is no longer
valid. Only if the operator does not cure its failure or exceeds the maximum
number of rights to cure, then the owner can terminate the contract.
These parameters can be set in motion independently, separately, or
collectively. Although the collective tests are the most common, which makes
it more difficult for operators to fail and owners to terminate, owners are
pushing for single and separate tests while the operators are resisting the
same. In the latter, failing either one of the test parameters would grant the
owner’s termination notice to hold merit.
To date, there have been only few instances in the Middle East region in
which the owner was able to enforce the performance test and terminate an
operator for failing the tests. The changes in market dynamics also present
an opportunity to explore whether the RevPAR remains a good indicator of
the operator’s ability to manage efficiently and create value.
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Key money can be offered in a variety of formats, including;
• An absolute monetary amount estimated as a percentage of the Net Present
Value (NPV) of the operator’s fees that it expects to earn over the life of the
contract, or not exceeding two to three times the stabilized year’s management
fees anticipated to be earned by the operator. The amortized key money is often
claimed back by the operator if the management contract is terminated
prematurely on a pro-rated basis.
• A waiver of the technical services fee or making it reimbursable after the hotel
opens in the form of key money.
• Foregoing base and / or incentive fees for a specified number of years with or
without a claw back provision as a key money incentive.
We are of the opinion that the key money contribution will become more prevalent
in the region in the upcoming years particularly for the strategic assets that are in
AAA locations and the hotel conversion opportunities that provide immediate fee
generation prospects for the operators.

EVOLUTION OF KEY TERMS

3
2

Phase 2

1 Phase 1

BEFORE
• Long initial term
• High base fees
• Flat incentive fees
• Limited Owner’s right – performance
and budget approval
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Phase 3

NOW
• Reduced initial term
• Tiered and reduced base fees
• Tiered incentive fees
• Performance tests – dual
• Enforceable performance tests
• Budget approval with exclusions

Source: HVS

GOING FORWARD
• Shorter term with an option of
switching to franchise
• Lower base fee
• Higher incentive fee
• Less emphasis on AOP
• Enforceable performance tests
• Renegotiation of group services fees

FRANCHISE
AGREEMENTS
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FRANCHISE AGREEMENTS
In recent years, the franchising model has become more attractive with
established hotel owners in the Middle East region. Our internal research
suggests that franchise agreements will account for 20% of signed
agreements by end of 2020 and this could further increase to 25% by the
end of 2025.
This shift also stems from owners' convictions that they have a stronger
ability to manage and reduce the operating costs of running a hotel when
compared to the international operators’ ability to create efficiencies and
reduce costs in the local market, especially in emerging and secondary cities.
Equally, operators recognize the opportunity to expand the brand footprint
in growing economies while mitigating some of the commercial risks and
significant capital investment.
Major international hotel operators such as Hilton, Marriott, IHG and Accor
amongst others are entertaining and accepting this operating model as an
option to grow further subject to the owners’ ability to maintain brand
standards and expect owners to have a management team experienced in
hotel operations or hire a qualified third-party manager.

The typical term of a franchise agreement ranges from 10 to 15 years and the
franchisor would typically have the rights to terminate in case the franchisee fails to
meet brand standards service requirements.
In certain instances, especially with existing hotels, the franchisor may also require
property investment plan and expenditure to align the hotel quality and offering
with the brand image.
FRANCHISE

Brand Name,
Logo,
Marketing,
Reservation

Potential
Hotel
Franchise

Brand attributes play a crucial role in a hotel investor’s choice of franchise
affiliation. When evaluating a potential hotel franchise, one of the important
economic considerations is the structure and amount of the franchise fees.

Second only to payroll, franchise fees are among the largest operating
expenses for most hotels. Hotel franchise fees are compensation paid by the
franchisee to the franchisor for the use of the brand’s name, logo, marketing,
and referral and reservation systems. Franchise fees normally include an
initial fee with the franchise application, plus ongoing fees paid periodically
throughout the term of the agreement.
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Choosing
Structure

Payment of
Initial Fee

Source: HVS

Ongoing
Fees

FRANCHISE AGREEMENTS
The Initial Fee
Typically consists of a minimum dollar amount based on the hotel’s room
count. For example, the initial fee may be a minimum of USD 45,000 plus
USD 300 per room for each room over 150. Thus, a hotel with 125 rooms
would pay USD 360 per room, and a hotel with 200 rooms would pay USD
300 per room. In cases of re-flagging an existing hotel, the initial fee
structure is occasionally reduced or waived. Some franchisors will return the
initial fee if the franchise is not approved, while others will retain
approximately 5% to 20% to cover administrative costs.
Ongoing Fees
Fees commence when the hotel assumes the franchise affiliation, and fees
are usually paid monthly over the term of the agreement. Continuing costs
generally include a royalty fee, an advertising or marketing contribution fee,
and a reservation fee. In addition, ongoing fees may include loyalty
memberships fees and miscellaneous fees.

Royalty Fee
A royalty fee represents compensation for the use of the brand’s trade
name, services marks and associated logos, goodwill, and other franchise
services. Royalty fees represent the major source of revenue for the
franchisor. These fees are characteristically subject to negotiations between
both parties, and can vary by brand, but typically range from 3.0% to 5.0%
of rooms revenues. In some instances, franchisors require an additional
percentage of other revenue streams, most commonly food and beverage
revenue. In these cases, the average amount is 1.0% to 2.0% of total food
and beverage revenue (or sometimes all non-rooms revenue), and this is
payable on top of the room revenue in certain agreements. If included in the
contract at all, F&B and non-rooms revenue fees are more often found in
upscale and luxury brands rather than midscale and budget brands.
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Advertising or Marketing Contribution Fee
Brand-wide advertising and marketing consists of national or regional advertising
in various types of media, including the Internet, the development and distribution
of a brand directory, and marketing geared toward specific groups and segments.
In many instances, the advertising or marketing contribution fee goes into a fund
that is administered by the franchisor on behalf of all members of the brand. Like
the Group Services Fee in hotel management agreement, franchisees ideally want
their contribution to impact their region, which may not always be the case.
These fees normally range from 1.0 to 2.0% of total revenue. These fees typically
vary by market and in some instances are paired with the reservation fee.
Third Party Operator Fees
Owners equally may be required to hire a third-party operator to manage the day
to day operations. Hiring a third-party manager with local market knowledge gives
assurance to the franchisor on one hand and allows hotel owners with limited or
no hotel experience to manage efficiently. Third party operator fees typically range
between 4% and 6% of total revenues and are structured in a similar fashion to the
traditional hotel brands (base fee and incentive fee). Additional details on third
party managers is included in the section below.

Clearly, franchise agreements have become more established in mature markets
across the US and Europe and are increasing in popularity and acceptance in the
Middle East region. While this operating model is expected to replace some of the old
contracts and allow owners more control to optimize the value of the asset through
top line enhancements and reduced costs, owners need to evaluate the depth to
which a franchise agreement can provide a hotel with recognition, operational
support, return on investment, and success.

FRANCHISE AGREEMENTS
Soft-branded properties benefit from the reservation and marketing platforms of a
large hotel company (often with international recognition), while maintaining
nearly total control of business strategy, management, amenity offering, and
creative design elements. Soft-branded hotels have different fee structures that
are, in most cases, less costly, but the exposure and “brand reach” may be more
limited.

The Initial Fee

Ongoing Fees

Third Party
Operator Fees

Different
Types of
Franchise
Fees

Advertising/
Marketing
Contribution
Fee

Royalty Fees

In addition to the franchise model, described above, which at times will
require the hotel owner to adhere to a stringent Property Investment Plan
“PIP” for certain established brands, the evolution and popularity of
independently operated hotels has given way to “soft brands” which are
backed by leading hotel chains but have lenient programming and design
standards.
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Source: HVS

Independent hotel collections offer the marketing and reservation platform of their
parent company, but the development standards and facility programming tend to
be more defined and rigorous. The fee structure for these collections appears to be
in line with those of similar chain-scale-ranked hotels within the respective parent
company. Such hotel companies offer a flexible option for owners who seek to
maintain the independent positioning of their property but affiliate with a group
boasting national or international recognition and corporate accounts. The
properties that comprise these “independent” and “soft brands” portfolios are
typically first-class, full-service hotels, often with a smaller guestroom inventory
than the norm.
One of the largest discrepancies between independent hotels and the traditional
franchise model is the application of fees toward revenues. While a typical
franchise applies stipulated fees to total rooms revenue, independent hotel
companies only apply fees to reservations that stream through their channels. This
is typically a reduced portion of total reservations, which can vary greatly per hotel
depending on the product or market type (e.g., resort-style hotels, urban markets
etc.). However, the overall “franchise” cost to an owner for an independent hotel
would consider only those reservations and revenues derived from
the independent hotel company.

THIRD PARTY
MANAGEMENT
AGREEMENTS
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THIRD PARTY MANAGEMENT AGREEMENTS
Third-party or white-label management companies direct the day-to-day
operations of hotels on behalf of hotel owners and manage the assets either
as independent properties or under a franchise with hotel chains. In turn,
they are compensated with management fees (base and incentive fees) and
charges for services such as technical fees. The concept of a third-party
manager was established decades ago. Its growth has been fueled by
increasing number of hotel owners without the expertise or appetite of
running hotels and by major hotel chains focusing on franchising as the
choice method of expansion in certain markets.
While this business model is very well-established in North America and
growing rapidly in Europe, it is still in its early stages in the Middle East, Asia
Pacific, and Africa.
Third-party management companies are loyal to the owner, where branded
operators are loyal first and foremost to the brand. While it is not implied
that branded operators ignore the owners’ interests entirely, they do have
different priorities. Brand managers will aim to present their brands in the
best possible light and may omit to achieve the type of bottom-line
profitability that third-party operators are more concerned of.
Flexibility is another key strength of third-party operators. As hotel chains
impose certain restrictions and brand standards that a hotel must conform
to such as property size, facilities, location etc., third-party operators offer
more flexibility and adapt more easily to the specific needs and
requirements of the owner especially when it comes to independent
properties. Owners would also have more influence and control on the
operation with a third-party than with a branded operator.
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The terms of a third-party management agreement are also characteristically more
competitive and flexible than those of the brands. Typically, management fees,
both base and incentive fees, are lower for independent operators. The initial term
of the management agreement is much shorter (starting at a minimum lock in of
five to ten years) and exit options are more flexible (including termination at will).
A third-party management agreement is an obvious choice for unbranded,
independent properties, but can also be a valuable inclusion for franchised hotels,
as there remains a gap between owners that are unable or unwilling to control the
daily operations of the hotel and the hotel chains who are focusing on expanding
their presence via the franchise model. Due to the challenge of hotel owners and
franchisors to ensure that their mutual interests are in capable hands, the thirdparty management model has come into prominence.

Although implementing a franchise agreement and a third-party management
agreement moves hotels into a double fee scenario (owners would have to pay
franchise fees to hotel brands on top of management fees paid to third-party
operators), owners are willing to accept this business model for the flexibility of the
management contract and more control over the operations. The flexibility also
adds to the value proposition when it comes to the sale of the property. For
owners of multiple hotels under different brands, selecting a single third-party
operator allows for homogenous reporting across all properties, increasing the
ease of comparing performance across the portfolio.

MANCHISE
AGREEMENTS
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MANCHISE AGREEMENTS
Although this type of agreement only represents a few of the signed
agreements in the Middle East region, recent trends suggest that this could
be a win-win proposal for both parties. On one hand it provides the
operators with further growth opportunities in the region while hotel owners
acquire the know-how and experience in running hotels for a limited
number of years without being tied to continuous costs and limitations of a
management contract. Manchising could be considered as a bridge between
management and a franchise agreement. It is becoming ever more prevalent
in the region as some owners who have built operational know-how over
the years intend to develop a portfolio of hotels under different brands with
central management teams. While manchising provides the owners more
control over their property and potentially lower fees after a certain number
of years, the cost of building capable management teams and the potential
risks of underperformance under a franchise operating model remain
important factors to be considered.
From the operators’ perspective, manchising minimizes the risk of diluting
the brand equity as opposed to franchise agreements since it enables the
operator to establish strict operating controls in the initial years. Hence,
some luxury, upper-upscale and lifestyle brands which may not be
immediately available for franchising due to the operators’ concerns on
maintaining the brand standards can be acquired through manchising
agreements. It should also be noted that some of the Tier 1 operators
accept manchising agreement on the condition that the owner accepts to
appoint a third-party operator who has extensive experience in managing
branded hotel operations.
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A manchise is a complex agreement where the right to execute to convert into a
franchise is typically granted to the owner by the Operator, unless negotiated to be
guaranteed after a specified period. Aligning the objectives between the two
parties also increase the legal complexity of the agreements. Typically, two sets of
agreements are signed between the owner and operator with a typical length of
the management agreement being 5 to 7 years. It is also common that the fees
payable to the operator are higher during the management term to compensate
for the shorter length of the agreement.
Despite the complexity of entering into two sets of agreements, this model is
considered to be advantageous to owners who require a greater control of the
operations of their hotel and may not be ready to enter into a franchise agreement
from the early start. As discussed previously, the “Manchise: ManagementFranchise” concept is gaining popularity though it is too early to comment on
issues arising at the end of the management term and the start of the franchise
term.

LEASE
AGREEMENTS
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LEASE AGREEMENTS
Lease agreements are arguably the least common contract type between
hotel owners and operators in the Middle East. Nonetheless, we have
observed an increasing number of owners showing interest to explore this
option for their assets in recent years.
Under a lease agreement, the owner is the landlord and has no operational
responsibilities. The lease agreements provide the most risk-averse
operating model for owners with minimum financial risk and a relatively
stable income stream. In addition, predictability of the lease income over a
certain period provides the owners with the ability to seek financing at more
favorable terms. The main disadvantages of the lease agreements for the
owners are the opportunity cost of higher potential returns if the hotels
perform well and the lack of control over the operation of the asset.
On the other hand, the majority of the hotel operators do not have the same
appetite for lease agreements due to their asset-light business model.
Under a lease agreement, the operator incurs all operating financial risk.
Fixed lease expenses for the operators are considered as liabilities in their
balance sheet which do not bode well with their risk-averse strategy.
Nevertheless, some operators within the economy segment as well as new
operators that are yet to establish their brand in the region consider lease
agreements as opportunities to expand their footprint in the Middle East.
While the model has not been tested by most of the operators in the region,
we are of the opinion that the lease agreements provide an appealing
alternative model for the operators who are willing to take risks for higher
returns and strategic expansion of their brands.
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The length of the lease agreements are typically shorter as opposed to
management and franchise agreements. Under a lease agreement, there are
different rent structures depending on both the owner’s and the operator’s risk
appetites. These structures include fixed fee, share of revenue, and share of net
operating income.
• Fixed fee is a fixed rental payment with indexed growth over a certain period.
Under the fixed fee structure, the owner bears the minimum risk as the income
stream is not contingent upon the performance of the property.
• Share of revenue is a variable lease structure wherein the rent is calculated
based on the revenue generated in a year. Both operator and owner share
similar level of risk under this structure as the rent is linked to top-line
performance of the hotel.
• Share of Net Operating Income is another variable lease structure wherein the
rent is calculated as a percentage of the net operating income. Under this
structure, the risk for the hotel owner is relatively higher since the income
stream is not only dependent on the top line but also operator’s ability to
manage expenses and drive bottom-line performance.

Variable leases may include a fixed base rent in addition to the variable component
which would reduce the owner’s risk in case of a potential underperformance by
the operator. We are of the opinion that such a hybrid lease model is the most
balanced structure in terms of risk and reward for both the operators and the
owners.
In conclusion, while the interest in lease agreements have been mainly from the
owners with little enthusiasm from the operators, we believe the lease model
has the potential to offer significant benefits to both owners and operators in
the Middle East.

CONCLUDING THOUGHTS

Hotel management is complex, and the value of the property is highly dependent on the operating performance of the asset and the achievable EBITDA
levels. As such, evaluating the most suitable hotel operating model for a hotel investment is crucial to ensure that the owner’s return is optimized. There is
no one-model that fits all and therefore hotel owners should investigate, evaluate, negotiate, and assess the most suitable operating model and brand that
will allow them to successfully operate in the ever-changing hospitality market.

Disclaimer: This publication, is not intended to provide any recommendation and should not be relied upon for decision making, as each hotel is unique, and
a number of factors need to be considered when making a choice of hotel brand and the most suitable hotel operating agreement.
Our team of experts would be pleased to assist and advise you. For more information please contact the authors.
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Abbreviations
AGOP: Adjusted Gross Operating Profit
AOP: Area of Protection

EBITDA: Earnings Before Interest, Taxes, Depreciation, and Amortization
FF&E: Furniture, Fixtures and Equipment
GOP: Gross Operating Profit
NOI: Net Operating Income
NOP: Net Operating Profit
RevPAR: Revenue Per Available Room
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